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Jane's life - but can anything prepare her for a war between Asgard and
the Shi'ar? Perhaps the returning Odinson will lend a hand as the conflict
escalates - and the Phoenix Force rises from the flames! Mighty Thor
(2015) 1-19
Thor By Jason Aaron Vol. 5 - Jason Aaron 2022-02-23
Collects Thor (2018) #12-16, King Thor (2019) #1-4. As Jason Aaron's
staggering saga draws to a close, the effects of Malekith's raging War of
the Realms are felt far and wide! Loki spends some quality time with his
dear old dad, Laufey - and, sent on a vital mission, will Cul the Serpent
redeem himself at last? Centuries ago, a moment of destiny arrives for
young Thor - for the War of the Realms even reaches into the past! But
when the epic war comes to its inevitable conclusion, what is left for the
God of Thunder in the here and now? And in the far future, King Thor
must once again reckon with All-Black the Necrosword - now in the
hands of his murderous brother, Loki! It's time for one last, cataclysmic
showdown as the end of all things draws near!
Thor Vol. 2 - Jason Aaron 2019-06-19
Collects Thor (2018) #7-11. The stage is set for the War of the Realms!
Thor has battled through Hel, but now finds himself a prisoner of the
fearsome warriors of Heven! Can even the intervention of Valkyrie and
Thors deadly sister, Angela, help the Thunder God escape the
inescapable prison of angels? Meanwhile, with S.H.I.E.L.D. gone, Roz
Solomon has been left adrift  but shes about to take on a surprising

Thor by Donny Cates Vol. 4 - Donny Cates 2022-07-26
Mjolnir, the powerful Uru hammer that Thor has wielded in battle for
centuries, has gone missing! And nobody, not even the all-seeing Lady
Sif, is able to locate it. So Thor must turn to the last person he wants
help from: Odin. For until the hammer is found, nobody is safe! Because
it turns out that Mjolnir is on a rampage across the Ten Realms -- leaving
only death and destruction in its path! The fatal prophecy of the God of
Hammers is about to be unleashed, and Thor must act fast to save his
kingdom! Donny Cates continues his action-packed Asgardian saga, and
artist Nic Klein is back for twists and turns that not even the All-Father
can possibly be ready for!
Original Sin - Jason Aaron 2014-11-12
Collects Original Sin #5.1-5.5.
Thor by Jason Aaron: the Complete Collection Vol. 3 TPB - Jason Aaron
2021-06-08
When Dr. Jane Foster lifts the mystic hammer Mjolnir, she is transformed
into the Goddess of Thunder - the Mighty Thor! Her enemies are many,
as Asgard continues a descent into chaos and war threatens to spread
through the Ten Realms. Yet Jane's greatest battle will be against a far
more personal foe: the cancer that is killing her mortal form. As Loki
steps back into Thor's life, the dark elf Malekith continues to fan the
flames of war. And the skies will shake in one of the bloodiest battles of
all time: Thor vs. Odin! Meanwhile, Roxxon and S.H.I.E.L.D. complicate
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new role and make a million new enemies. For war is coming  and the
invasion of Earth may have already begun! As Malekith targets all there
is, will Odin be left as the All-Father of Nothing? Plus: Centuries ago,
Odin was determined to keep a young Thor away from Midgard for good
 and Loki knew just the way to do it!
Fiona Frost - Bon Blossman 2012-03-01
In the first suspenseful volume of the series, Fiona's criminal
investigation skills are put to test as she's thrown on her first murder
case in an old mansion that is rumored to be haunted. Fiona finds herself
drawn deep inside of a dark world that causes her to question her desire
to one day become the world's preeminent forensic investigator.
Thor - Lilah Sturges 2017-09-20
Among the lofty spires of Asgard, young Thor is the strongest, brashest
and most arrogant god of all. But his giant-slashing, troll-smashing days
come to an abrupt end when his jealous brother, Loki, tricks him into a
foolish attack. As punishment for his sins, Thor is cast down to Earth into
the mortal form of Dr. Donald Blake. Revisit the fantastical origin of the
Son of Odin in a graphic novel that thrusts the tale of Thor into the
modern age - with thunderous results - and follow the Thunder God's
journey of self-discovery and a mortal man's awakening to the power
within! In this epic saga of towering Frost Giants, belching maidens and
massive battles, one hero must decide which identity is truly his - before
both of the worlds he loves are destroyed! Includes bonus material
THOR: GOD OF THUNDER #1.
Captain Marvel - Kelly Sue Deconnick 2019-01-31
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (2012) #1-12. Carol Danvers has a
new codename and is determined to prove herself the best of the best!
She's forging a new future for herself as Captain Marvel, but finds that
she still can't walk away from a challenge from her past! It's a firefight in
the sky as the Banshee Squadron debut - but who are the Prowlers, and
where has Carol seen them before? Witness her in blazing battlefield
action that just may change the course of history! Then, the Avengers'
new Captain Marvel meets their old one - Monica Rambeau! But what's
Monica's problem? Can they resolve it before a threat from the ocean
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depths attacks?
Marvel's Thor - Will Corona Pilgrim 2017-10-04
The stage is set for 2017's far-out fantasy epic, Marvel Studios' Thor:
Ragnarok! Catch up on the incredible events of Thor: The Dark World
and learn where major players including Odin, Loki and Thor himself
stand ahead of the next blockbuster chapter in Asgardian lore! And
revisit the origin of Ragnarok's other headline star, the Incredible Hulk!
Plus: Classic comic-book tales featuring the two mightiest Avengers of
all! Thor enters the underworld to face Hela - and the Hulk does savage
battle on an alien world! It's cinematic action in the Mighty Marvel
Manner! COLLECTING: MARVEL'S THOR: RAGNAROK PRELUDE #1-4,
THOR (1966) #361, INCREDIBLE HULK (2000) #95.
FF By Jonathan Hickman Vol. 2 - Jonathan Hickman 2015-12-30
Collects FF #6-11.
Thor, the Mighty Avenger - Roger Langridge 2014
Collects Thor the Mighty Avenger #5-8 & Journey Into Mystery #85-86.
He's banished, he's mad, and he wants to fight. The God of Thunder is
reimagined in THOR THE MIGHTY AVENGER! THRILL as he battles
robots the size of cities! GASP as he tames the mightiest sea creatures!
SWOON as he rescues damsels from the vilest villains!
War of Kings Prelude: Road to War of Kings Omnibus - 2017-04-18
New players take their places and old favorites assume fresh roles, as
the stage is set for a War of Kings! Upheaval for the Inhumans leads
Black Bolt to declare war on humanity, and the Skrulls' Secret Invasion
puts them on course for the stars! Mutantkind is rocked by a third
Summers brother, Vulcan, whose deadly destiny also lies in space! After
a devastating ar, Star-Lord assembles a group of misfits to serve as the
Guardians of the Galaxy! COLLECTING: SON OF M 1-6, X-MEN:
DEADLY GENESIS 1-6, SILENT WAR 1-6, SECRET INVASION:
INHUMANS 1-4, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2008) 1-12, NOVA
13-22, NOVA: THE ORIGIN OF RICHARD RIDER, WAR OF KINGS SAGA
The Unworthy Thor - Jason Aaron 2017-05-24
Collecting The Unworthy Thor #1-5. Unfit to lift his hammer, with
another now wielding the power of Thor, the Odinson's desperate quest
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to regain his worthiness takes him out into the cosmos - where he's
learned of the existence of a mysterious other Mjolnir! This weapon of
ultimate power, a relic from a dead universe, is the key to the Odinson's
redemption - but some of the greatest villains of the Marvel Universe are
anxious to get their hands on it as well. And when the Realm of Old
Asgard vanishes, the Odinson's hopes might go with it - unless good
tidings from Beta Ray Bill offer fresh hope! Can the Odinson reclaim his
honor, or will the power of thunder be wielded for evil? Let the battle for
the hammer commence!
Thor Vol. 2 - Jason Aaron 2015-07-08
Who is the new Thor? Thats the question on everyones lips. Most
especially the original Thor! And now he starts to narrow down the list of
suspects. Meanwhile, tensions continue to flare between the All-Mother
and All-Father, Malekith the Dark Elf forges his most dangerous pact yet,
and the new Thor prepares to face her greatest challenge: the
unstoppable machine of death and destruction that is the Destroyer! As
the battle for Mjolnir rages on, an unexpected character makes a
shocking return  and the new Thors identity is revealed at last! Plus:
Young Thor enters a drinking competition! The new Thor takes on a
surprising foe! In the future, King Thors granddaughters quest to find
him the perfect birthday gift! And more! Collecting Thor (2014) #6-8 and
Annual #1.
Thor: God of Thunder - 2013-10-29
Somewhere at the end of time, all the gods of the universe are enslaved,
working to build a machine that will forever change the face of creation.
What is...the Godbomb? And what can Thor, the last free god in all the
cosmos, do to stop it? As Gorr's master plan continues to unfold, all hope
for divinity is lost as Thor finds himself in chains alongside his fellow
gods. As the clock ticks down on one very large bomb, as enslaved gods
look to the skies for a savior, enter...the Girls of Thunder? COLLECTING:
Thor: God of Thunder 6-11. Also includes exclusive AR video content !
Original Sin by Aaron & Deodato - Jason Aaron 2015-04-29
Who shot the Watcher? Uatu, the mysterious space-god who's been
watching mankind from the moon for as long as we can remember is
thor-god-of-thunder-vol-1-the-god-butcher

dead. Thus begins the greatest murder mystery in Marvel history! As
Nick Fury leads the heroes of the Marvel Universe in an investigation,
other forces are marshaling and other questions are arising. Why is
Black Panther gathering a secret team of his own, including Emma Frost,
the Punisher and Dr. Strange? Who is the Unseen? What was stolen from
the Watcher's lair? Fury's cosmic manhunt leads to the far corners of the
universe and beyond, but just when the Avengers think they've cornered
their murderer everything explodes, unleashing the Marvel Universe's
greatest secrets and rocking the heroes to their core! What did the
Watcher see? What was the Original Sin? Collects: Point One #1
(Watcher story), Original Sin #0-8, Original Sins #1-5, Original Sin
Annual #1, Original Sin: Secret Avengers Infinite Comic #1-2.
Thor - 2014-11-25
A trail of blood consumes Thor's past, present and future! Throughout
the ages, gods are vanishing, and Thor must unravel the gruesome
mystery of Gorr the God Butcher! In the distant past, Thor discovers a
cave that echoes with the cries of tortured gods! In the present, Thor
follows the bloody wake of murdered gods across the depths of space.
And millennia from now, the last god-king of Asgard makes his fi nal
stand against Gorr's berserker legions. As Thors from three eras race to
stop Gorr, his scheme's full extent is revealed: what is the Godbomb? At
the end of time, all the universe's gods are enslaved, building a machine
that will forever change the face of creation. COLLECTING: THOR: GOD
OF THUNDER 1-11
Thor By Donny Cates - Donny Cates 2020-11-04
Collects Thor (2020) #1-6. A new legend begins! The prince is now a
king. All of Asgard lies before Thor, the God of Thunder, and the Ten
Realms are finally at peace. But the skies above the Realm Eternal are
never clear for long. The Black Winter is coming — and to triumph over
this new threat, Thor must be transformed in a most unexpected way!
Bursting with new power and set on a dangerous path, Thor will battle
friend and foe alike. But can he convince Beta Ray Bill to let him
continue his bloody mission to save all that is? The Black Winter has the
power to reveal the means of any person’s demise. Thor will glimpse his
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future — and if the vision is true, Asgard will soon need a new Odinson to
take the throne!
Thor - Jason Aaron 2013-06-11
Part of the Marvel NOW! initiative! Throughout the ages, gods have been
vanishing, their mortal worshippers left in chaos. NOW!, Thor follows a
trail of blood that threatens to consume his past, present and future. The
only hope for these ravaged worlds is for Thor to unravel the gruesome
mystery of the God Butcher! In the distant past, Thor follows the bloody
wake of murdered gods across the depths of space. In the present, the
Thunder God discovers a forgotten cave that echoes with teh cries of
tortured gods...and is shocked to find himself among them! And
thousands of years from now, the last god-king of a ruined Asgard makes
his final stand against the God Butcher's beserker legions. As three
Thors from three eras race to stop the God Butcher, the full extent of his
vicious scheme takes terrifying shape! THOR: GOD OF THUNDER VOL.
1 - THE GOD BUTCHER includes a code for a free digital copy on the
Marvel Comics app (for iPhone?, iPad?, iPad Touch? & Android devices)
and Marvel Digital Comics Shop. Additionally, this collection also
features special augmented reality content available exclusive through
the Marvel AR app - including cover recaps, behind the scenes features
and more that add value to your reading experience at no additional cost.
COLLECTING: Thor: God of Thunder 1-5, plus never-before-seen extras!
Thor & Loki - Rob Rodi 2011-03-30
"There are two sides to every story. You've heard Thor's -- now it's time
to hear Loki's. Odin's least favorite son rewrites Asgardian lore from his
perspective! Loki's insatiable lust for power, his conflicted sentiments
toward Sif, his antipathy toward Balder, and the deep-seated feelings of
longing and resentment toward his older brother, Thor, and uncaring
father, Odin, will take on new meaning"--P. [4] of cover.
Venom: War of the Realms - 2019-09-24
Venom enters the fray in the War of the Realms! The Marvel Comics
event of the year makes landfall in the world of the wicked web-slinger,
as Venom gets swept up in Malekith's campaign to take over the Ten
Realms! But Malekith has designs for the sinister symbiote too...and they
thor-god-of-thunder-vol-1-the-god-butcher

may prove fatal! Plus, in the depths of space, evil stirs - and a new terror
has risen on the fringes of the Marvel Universe. But that's nothing
compared to the evil happening on Earth...as a twisted cult takes life
after life, claiming their victims in the name of the killer called Carnage!
COLLECTING: VENOM (2018) 13-16, VENOM: CULT OF CARNAGE 1
Thor By Jason Aaron - Jason Aaron 2019-05-08
Collects Thor: God of Thunder #1-18. A trail of blood consumes Thors
past, present and future! Throughout the ages, gods are vanishing  and
Thor must unravel the gruesome mystery of Gorr the God Butcher! In the
distant past, Thor discovers a cave that echoes with the cries of tortured
gods. In the present, Thor follows the bloody wake of murdered gods
across the depths of space. And millennia from now, the last god-king of
Asgard makes his final stand. All three time-bending Thors must unite 
but will it all be for naught if the massive Godbomb is triggered?
Elsewhere, Malekith the Accursed makes his return! As the former lord
of the Dark Elves begins a bloody rampage, Thor must find a new league
of allies to aid him! And back on Midgard, whats going on with Dr. Jane
Foster?
Mighty Thor Vol. 1 - 2017-01-31
Dr. Jane Foster is the Goddess of Thunder -and it's killing her. Her
enemies are many as Asgard descends further into chaos, and unrest
threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet she wages her
greatest battle against a far more personal foe: the cancer killing her
mortal form. When Loki steps back into Thor's life, will it ease her
troubles or only add to her pain? There's no such question about
Malekith as he continues to fan the fl ames of a looming War of Realms when he isn't wedding planning, that is! And as Asgard is torn apart, the
skies will shake in one of the bloodiest battles of all time: It's Thor vs.
Odin like never before! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5
Thor - 2013-10-15
Among the lofty spires of Asgard, Young Thor is the strongest, brashest
and most arrogant god of all. But his giant-slashing, troll-smashing days
come to an abrupt end when he's tricked by his jealous brother Loki into
a foolish attack. Cast down to Earth into the crippled mortal form of Dr.
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Donald Blake, follow the Thunder God's journey of self-discovery and a
mortal man's awakening to the power within. Revisit the fantastical
origin of the Son of Odin in this new graphic novel, which thrusts the tale
of Thor into the modern age with thunderous results! In this epic saga of
towering frost giants, belching maidens and massive battles, one hero
must decide which identity is truly his - before both of the worlds he
loves are destroyed!
Thor by Jason Aaron Omnibus - Jason Aaron 2022-03-29
Jason Aaron and legendary artistic collaborators including Esad Ribić
and Russell Dauterman begin a truly epic saga of Thor -- whoever he or
she may be! Across the ages, gods are vanishing -- and the God of
Thunder must unite with his past and future selves to stand against Gorr
the God Butcher! Meanwhile, Malekith the Accursed begins a bloody
rampage that will spread war throughout the realms. Which makes it a
terrible time for the Odinson to be rendered unworthy of lifting Mjolnir!
Another hero will hold the hammer high, fighting for Asgard and
Midgard as Thor -- the Goddess of Thunder! She'll battle Malekith, Loki,
Roxxon...and even Odin! But who is she under the mask? And what is this
new Thor's terrible secret? COLLECTING: Thor: God of Thunder (2012)
1-25, Thor (2014) 1-8, Thor Annual (2015) 1, Thors (2015) 1-4, Mighty
Thor (2015) 1-12
Thor - 2011-03-16
Revealed for a new generation: the origin-and first year on Earth-of the
God of Thunder! Who is the enigmatic Doctor Donald Blake? What is the
secret that drives him to travel the world, seeking its challenges, and
how does it connect him to the banished Prince of Asgard? Why has Thor
been exiled to walk amongst mankind-and battle threats from beyond the
stars? And before the entire saga is over, how will he react when
confronted by the likes of Tony Stark, Reed Richards and his devious
brother Loki? Witness the legend reborn with a modern touch by Harvey
Award-winning writer Bryan J.L. Glass (The Mice Templar) and
acclaimed Eisner-winning artist Tan Eng Huat (SILVER SURFER: IN THY
NAME)! COLLECTING: Thor: First Thunder #1-5
World War Hulk - Greg Pak 2009-05-27
thor-god-of-thunder-vol-1-the-god-butcher

An epic story of anger unbound! Exiled by a group of Marvel "heroes" to
the savage alien planet of Sakaar, the Hulk raged, bled and conquered
through the pages of last year's "Planet Hulk" epic, rising from slave to
gladiator to king. Now the Hulk returns to Earth to wreak his terrible
vengeance on Iron Man, Reed Richards, Dr. Strange and Black Bolt ? and
anyone else who gets in the way. Stronger than ever, accompanied by his
monstrous Warbound gladiator allies, and possessed by the fiercest and
purest rage imaginable, the Hulk may just tear this stupid planet in half.
Collects World War Hulk (2007) #1-5.
The Art of War of the Realms - 2019-05-14
The War of the Realms is coming, and it promises to be a comic book
masterpiece! Now, celebrate the artistic splendor of the forthcoming
event - and the truly epic Thor run that has brought the Ten Realms to
the brink of catastrophic confl ict! Feast your eyes on stunning covers,
interior pages and behind-the-scenes artwork from Russell Dauterman
and the many other talents that have graced the pages of Jason Aaron's
THOR! They're collected together with commentary from Aaron, creative
insights from Dauterman and his fellow artists and a special focus on
both the Odinson and Jane Foster Thors, each of the Ten Realms and the
evil fiend laying siege to them all - Malekith! It's the art of war as you've
never seen it before!
Thor Vol. 1 - Jason Aaron 2015-05-13
Mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted! Something dark has
befallen the God of Thunder, leaving him unworthy for the first time
ever! But when Frost Giants invade Earth, the hammer will be lifted - and
a mysterious woman will be transformed into an all-new version of the
mighty Thor! Who is this new Goddess of Thunder? Not even Odin
knows...but she may be Earth's only hope against the Frost Giants! Get
ready for a Thor like you've never seen before, as this all-new heroine
takes Midgard by storm! Plus: the Odinson clearly doesn't like that
someone else is holding his hammer...it's Thor vs. Thor! And Odin,
desperate to see Mjolnir returned, will call on some very dangerous, very
unexpected allies. It's a bold new chapter in the storied history of Thor!
Collecting Thor (2014) #1-5.
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motives are suspect as the former teen heroes must turn to the
mysterious Red X-a former student-for help. Don’t miss the first comics
appearance of this Red X, previously seen only in the hit animated TV
series Teen Titans Go!
Thor - Jason Aaron 2014-03-12
Collects Thor: God of Thunder #12-18. It's the bloody return of one of
Thor's greatest enemies: Malekith the Accursed! The former lord of the
Dark Elves is freed from his otherworldly prison, and the chase is on
across the Nine Realms to capture him! As Malekith begins a bloody
rampage, Thor finds new allies to aid him: a Dark Elf sorceress! A guntoting Light Elf! A gargantuan Mountain Giant! A dwarf who loves
dynamite! And a particularly surly troll...?! The Wild Hunt has begun!
Plus: Thor returns to Midgard - but what does it mean to walk the Earth
as a god? Where does Thor go and who does he see when he's not out
saving the world with the Avengers? It's the return of Thor's long-time
love interest, Dr. Jane Foster!
Ages of Thunder - Matt Fraction 2009
Tired of being taken for granted by his father Odin and fellow immortals,
Thor decides to take time out from cleaning up the messes created by the
gods.
Mighty Thor Vol. 2 - 2016-12-20
A special tale of young Thor adventuring in the age of Vikings!
Meanwhile, LOKI conjures up a dark and powerful new enemy: VIKING
HULK. It's SAVAGE NORSE ACTION! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR
6-11
Frostgrave - Joseph A. McCullough 2015-07-20
In this fantasy skirmish wargame, wizards do battle amidst the frozen
ruins of the ancient city of Felstad in the hopes of discovering the
treasures of a fallen empire. Each player takes on the role of a wizard
from one of ten schools of magic, and builds his band of followers. The
wizard's apprentice will usually accompany his master and more than a
dozen other henchmen types are available for hire, from lowly thugs to
heavily armoured knights and stealthy assassins. Wizards can expand
their magical knowledge by unlocking ancient secrets and can learn up

Thor By Jason Aaron - Jason Aaron 2020-01-29
Thor, God of Thunder - Jason Aaron 2014
Thor returns to Midgard - plus, the return of Malekith, the Accursed. The
king of the Dark Elves is back and the chase is on across the Nine
Realms to end his vengeful reign of terror. Collecting Thor God of
Thunder #12-18.
King Thor - Jason Aaron 2020-03-18
Collects King Thor (2019) #1-4. One last ride with the almighty lord of
Asgard! Jason Aaron reunites with Esad Ribi? to conclude the epic saga
they began in THOR: GOD OF THUNDER! Seven years ago, Aaron and
Ribi? introduced the Thor of the far future — All-Father of a broken
realm and a dying universe — as he stood in battle against Gorr, the
Butcher of Gods, wielder of All-Black the Necrosword. But now that
nefarious blade has returned, in the hands of Thor’s all-time-greatest
enemy: his adopted brother, Loki! It’s time for one final, cataclysmic
showdown — but even worse is still to come as the ultimate end of all
things grows near! A who’s who of Aaron’s past THOR collaborators,
along with a few surprise guests, stop by to bring down the curtain on a
glorious era in thunderous style!
Spawn #311 - Todd McFarlane 2020-10-28
"Cult of Omega" (Part One) SPAWN raises some of the 'dead' as he
storms a palace that has been hiding the secrets of a hidden society
whose members can combine to become more powerful than any SPAWN
throughout time! Lead by their new king... the OMEGA SPAWN! TODD
McFARLANE and Carlo Barberi launch an exciting and dangerous new
chapter for SPAWN!
Future State: Teen Titans (2021-2021) #1 - Tim Sheridan 2021-01-12
When the original New Teen Titans formed a school to mentor and train
young heroes, they wanted to help save the world. Years later, Titans
Tower is a monument to a graveyard of pupils lost in a terrible battle.
Returning to the site of their greatest failure, Nightwing, Starfire, Beast
Boy, and Cyborg join Raven to plot a course to face off against the evil
that destroyed their team and school. Loyalties are questioned and
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to 80 different spells. As they gain power and wealth, wizards can also
develop their headquarters on the outskirts of the city, turning one of a
dozen different basic locations into bastions of their art, equipping them
with alchemical laboratories, mystical forges, astronomical telescopes
and other magical resources. While individual games of Frostgrave are
quick and can easily be played in an hour or two, it is by connecting
these games into an ongoing campaign, that players will find the most
enjoyment. The scenarios given in the book are merely the beginning of
the limitless, thrilling adventures that can be found amidst the ruins of
the lost city.
Thor: God of Thunder Volume 4 - 2015-07-28
Thor battles to save Earth, but who can he fight when the planet itself is
dying? S.H.I.E.L.D. Agent Roz Solomon has a suggestion: the nefarious
energy company Roxxon and its ruthless new CE O, "the Minotaur!" Has
Thor met his match in the form of a multinational supercorporation?
Meanwhile, millennia from now, King Thor and his granddaughters, the
Warriors of Thunder, face a very different battle to save what remains of
the earth - from Galactus! But even if Thor wins, is the Earth still
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doomed? In the present, Thor makes a final stand against the Minotaur,
Ulik the Troll and Roxxon's forces - but not even a god can save
everyone. Plus: Young Thor vs. Frost Giants! The untold origin of
Malekith! And King Thor's granddaughters discover the startling secret
of his Original Sin! COLLECTING: Thor: God Of Thunder 19-25
Immortals: Gods and Heroes - Various 2011-11-09
Spinning from the upcoming epic 3-D film Immortals from visionary
director Tarsem Singh (The Fall, The Cell) and starring Mickey Rourke
and Henry Cavill comes Immortals: Gods and Heroes, a stunning, twosided hardcover featuring ALL-NEW tales of Greek myths as you've never
seen them before! Featuring incredible untold tales by Jock (Detective
Comics, The Losers), Brian Clevinger (Atomic Robo), Francesco
Francavilla (Black Panther), Dennis Calero (X-Men Noir), Ben McCool
(Captain America, Memoir), Ron Marz (Witchblade, Green Lantern),
Jimmy Palmiotti & Justin Gray (Jonah Hex), and MANY more! PLUS! We
reveal the winners of the 'BECOME IMMORTAL!' contest (sponsored by
Fandango and Relativity Media), as two lucky contestants are cast in the
book as Immortal gods!
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